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Metric Engineering on behalf of FDOT District 2 



ROAD RANGER SAFETY/TRAINING MEETING AGENDA 

 
 

December 1, 2021 

1. FIRST COAST ROAD RANGERS PRESENTATION             Marshall Adkison 
 
2.  FDOT ITS Operations       Dee Dee Crews 

A. MOT General Discussion 
B. Safety 
C. Procedural Errors 
D. Road Ranger Operations Interaction 

a. Communication 
b. Dispatch 
c. Event Information 

E. Phone / Tablet Issues 
F. Safe Tows       

 
3. AVL                      Lisa Sparling/Dee Dee Crews 

A. Breaks/ Shift Changes 
B. Inspections  

 
4. RTMC Supervisor Concerns      Amanda Nichols 
 
5. Road Ranger Operator Questions 
 
6. Action Items 
 
7. Final Comments       FDOT/1st Coast Road Rangers  
 

 
Contractor Meeting:  
 

 

 

 

 

 



- Marshall welcomed everyone. 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers the next meeting will be February 2, 2022 

- Marshall advised and thanked the Road Rangers for the best year for the Road Ranger Program. 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers if they are on a 24hr route they do not need to call to get an 
overtime code. No overtime codes are needed for the 24hr route 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to please make sure they are getting the safe tow codes 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to please do not talk with the reporters and please do not 
take pictures at scene. 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to please not use the turn around. You must go to exit to 
turn around 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers that he has a meeting with FHP today regarding the Move 
Over Law. He would like to see it being enforced  

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers they have lost a total of 5 beds last year due to accidents 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers that they are not to push a stuck vehicle   

- Dee Dee advised the Road Rangers to only push a vehicle if law enforcement tells them to 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers that if law enforcement askes you to push a vehicle please 
make sure you get their badge number and call TMC and your supervisor and give them all the 
information so they may note the record 

- Dee Dee asked the Road Rangers if they were having any more issues with Jorgenson 

o Tina advised on that on December 29, 2021, around 1pm at Roosevelt and I-295 there 
was an issue with Freddie from Jorgenson yelling at Robin.    

o Tina advised on December 26, 2021, around 3/4pm at 95 and 9B Jorgenson was yelling 
at Chris to open up the lane. Chris advised Jorgenson FHP wants the lane closed. 
Jorgenson then advised Chris to move vehicle over to the shoulder so Jorgenson may 
leave. Chris advised them he could not do that per FHP. Jorgenson wasn’t happy    

- Dee Dee advised the Road Rangers that they have spoken to Jorgenson and is hoping to see a 
difference 

- Dee Dee and Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please make sure if there are issues with 
Jorgenson that you notify TMC and also your supervisor so they may note the record   

- Marshall went over general safety 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers at all stops sign board up, call TMC and deploy your cones 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers you must get fuel code from the TMC before giving out gas 



- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to please make sure you advise TMC when tow truck 
arrives and departs    

- Marshall went over the procedural errors. 

- Marshall went over shift changes and break times   

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers if you get hurt on the job, please make sure you report it to 
Jackie 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers they are still working on getting keys for the trucks to lock up 
the tools 

- Marshall went over MOT pictures with the Road Rangers. 

- Marshall went over the chain of command  

- Jason advised the Road Rangers construction will be taking place on the Buckman the next 2 
weekends on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday morning. There will only be one lane open. There 
will be 3 to 5 officers out there 

- Meeting adjourned.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 


